Important stuff first

- wireless: guOttawa

- there is no password

PGCon 2018
PGCon 2018
Our 12th year
Welcome
About this session

- then a few points of order
- then onto the talks
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Sponsors!

citusdata

EDB

POSTGRES
Sponsors

SR OSS, INC.

2ndQuadrant PostgreSQL

PGX PostgreSQL Experts, INC.

Pivotal
Sponsors

12 Apollos
Open Source Development

JetBrains

Percona
Sponsors
Volunteers

Adam Thompson – website & hotels

special thanks to Stacey Haysler & Katharine Atwood of PGExperts
Feedback
Closing session

- The ever-famous charity auction
- Bring cash
- Credit cards / paypal, but less to charity
- Don't lose anything
- If you find something, please turn it in at registration
Social Event tonight

- Red Lion
- 47 Clarence
- meal
- first 2 drinks included
Any volunteers?

Looking for volunteers to help newbies
Food!  Drink!

- Lunch at noon
- Snacks (coffee, fresh fruit, water, and cookies) at 3pm
- Tomorrow morning from 9:30-ish (coffee, fresh fruit, water, and muffins)
Any questions?
Enjoy the talks!